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points on parallel plates. With the field in being and 
the crushed ore passing, the mineral is held while the 
gangue falls through. When loaded the circuit is 
broken and the mineral drops. Conducting minerals 
are rendered innocuous by covering one electrode with 
paper. 

There is difficulty in this process in that the dielectric 
constant of a mineral is liable to vary according to its 
previous treatment in crushing and in exposure; it 
varies also with the frequency : these are points upon 
which careful work is necessary. There is also economic 
difficulty in recovering the expensive medium which 
passes out both with the mineral and with the gangue, 
these two products having to be filter-pressed and then 
subjected to heat to distil the remaining liquid. It is 
claimed that a similar difficulty has been successfully 

met in removing sulphur from kerosene with added 
colloidal silica, the silica being recovered dry and in a 
condition to be used again. 

The process differs, on one hand, from ordinary 
electrostatic mineral separation in that it is not opera
tive by reason of charges acquired by contact, and, on 
the other hand, from cataphoresis in that this latter is 
a migration of particles towards an electrode by reason 
of charges they possess of themselves. In dielectric 
separation there is no question of electric charges ; 
the particle in the electric field is in an analogous 
position to ore in a magnetic field, only that there is 
both attraction and repulsion in dielectric separation, 
whereas with magnetic separation there is rather 
differential attraction, magnetic repulsion being a rare 
phenomenon. 

0 bit u a ry. 
SIR MAURICE FITZMAURICE, C.M.G., F.R.S. 

By the death of Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice on November 
q, the engineering world has lost a leader of out

standing ability who served the country in many capa
cities and whose name will always be associated with 
two great undertakings, the construction of the Assouan 
Dam on the Nile and the extension of the main drainage 
of London. He was also associated with railway de
velopment and harbour and dock work in various parts 
of the world. In r9r6 he was chosen to succeed Mr. 
Alexander Ross as president of the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, from which he received the Telford and 
Watt Gold Medals, and three years later he was 
admitted a fellow of the Royal Society, a distinction 
also conferred upon many of his predecessors such as 
Telford, Walker, Sir Benjamin Baker, Rennie, Hawk
shaw, Robert Stephenson, and Sir William Preece. 

The son of Dr. Robert Fitzmaurice of Cloghers, Tralee, 
Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice was born in Co. Kerry on 
May II, r861. At Trinity College, Dublin, which has 
possessed a school of engineering since r847 and where 
for thirty years Samuel Downing occupied the chair of 
engineering, he took the degrees of M.A. and Master of 
Engineering, and then became articled to Sir Benjamin 
Baker, who at that time was engaged with Sir John 
Fowler on the Forth Bridge. This was the first great 
work with which Sir Maurice was associated. During 
the 'nineties he was in charge of construction work in 
Canada and elsewhere, and then in r898, at the age of 
thirty-eight, he received the important appointment of 
Chief Engineer to the Egyptian Government for the 
construction of the great Assouan Dam, with which 
Sir William Willcocks, Sir Benjamin Baker, and Sir 
John Aird were associated. This Dam, once described 
as " one of the grandest engineering undertakings of 
our time," is 6400 feet long, has r8o sluices, and con
tains more than r,ooo,ooo tons of granite. Begun in 
r898, it was completed in 1902, Sir Maurice's work 
being recognised by the award of the C.M.G. 

Returning home, Sir Maurice was appointed successor 
to Sir Alexander Binnie as Chief Engineer of the 
London County Council. In this capacity, he was 
responsible for the construction of the Rotherhithe 
Tunnel, the Embankment in front of the new County 
Hall, the new Vauxhall Bridge, and the subway for 
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trams under Aldwych and Kingsway to the Embank
ment. During his period of office, I902-r9r2, he also 
carried through the duplication and extension of the 
whole drainage system of London at a cost of about 
4,ooo,oool. Until 1847 the sewage of London was dis
charged direct into the Thames, and it was under one 
of Sir Maurice's predecessors, Sir John Bazalgette, that 
the great sewers were carried down to Barking and 
Cross Ness, and in Sir Maurice's report to the Council 
in 1912 will be found many details of the growth of 
the wonderful network of sewers which carry off the 
drainage of London and the methods used for its 
disposal. 

During the latter part of his career, Sir Maurice was a 
partner in the firm of Coode, Fitzmaurice, Wilson and 
Mitchell, consulting engineers tothe Crown Colonies and 
to the Sudan Government for the Blue Nile Irrigation 
Works, and chief engineers of the national harbours at 
Dover and Peterhead. He also acted as chairman for 
important committees appointed by the Admiralty, War 
Office, Foreign Office, and Board of Trade; on two occa
sions he visited the British front in Flanders to advise 
on questions of drainage, and served on the International 
Technical Commission of the Suez Canal. Knighted in 
r9r2, Sir Maurice received many honours, among which 
was the honorary membership of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers. He was the author of works on 
bridges and drainage, while his presidential address to 
the Institution of Civil Engineers contains much 
valuable advice to young engineers, the results of his 
own experience. " In looking back," he said, " over 
the great number of engineers whom I have come across 
in works and in office, I cannot bring to mind any case 
of a hard worker who has really failed." 

WE: regret to announce the following deaths: 
Mr. Romeyn B. Hough, author of the " Handbook 

of Trees of the Northern United States and Canada," 
who was known also for his remarkable fascicles of 
sections of North American woods, aged sixty-seven. 

Dr. E. Konig, of the photographic department of 
the dye-works of Meister, Lucius and Bruning, 
Hi.ichst-am-Main, whose name is known in connexion 
with the pinatype process, and with sensitisers and 
desensitisers, on October 29, aged fifty-four. 
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